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When others have authority and power to control important

parts of our lives, we cannot help but be somewhat fearful,

especially when we are not certain how much trust to ascribe to

those others (Zander, Cohen and Statland, 1959). Hence, it is a

rare administrator who is viewed with equanimity by faculty

members. There are, however, a number of conditions which

mitigate faculty anxieties about abuse of administrator power.

Among these are the more stable, ongoing elements of organiza-

tional life. These include assumptions about the commonality of

goals and values between faculty and administration; the author-

ity structure (e.g., formal and informal constraints on the

exercise of power); tradition (Inviolable role boundaries of the

faculty member set by tradition and organizational saga); an

habitual pattern of comity in administrator-faculty relations;

and grievance procedures known to work. There are also idiosyn-

cratic conditions which allay faculty worries about administrator

power, including the power of the individual faculty member

(e.g., through his/her stature as a leader); exit and career

alternatives; and, finally, the sheer force of faculty personal-

ity which may either overwhelm the opposition or be insouciant or

uncaring. Each of these represents to the faculty medier either

a barrier to external intrusions on his/her prerogatives or a

weapon for preserving the sacred, sacrosanct, existential work
1

value so treasured by academics -- autonomy.

Needless to say, administrators are seen not only as poten-

tial enemies (though in times of olganizational woe and travail,

particularly of the economic variety, their alleged ogre-like

qualities are said to predominate). Administrators do, after

3
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all, have some potential for creating conditions through which
A

faculty can seek and find satisfactions hy the efficient exercise

of their professional responsibilities. Seen as resource

providers, administrators can expand the boundaries of faculty

opportunity. Here, too, however, the same conditions as noted

above inhibit the possibilities for intervention by administra-

tors in faculty lives.

It is clear that "perspectives" are important in under,
2

standing the dynamics of faculty-administrator relationships.

The effectiveness of administrators will be conceived by faculty

in ways different from the administrator's own notions; and

measurement of the degree of managerial effectiveness being ex-

hibited will vary according to the different perspectives of

faculty and administrators. It is the purpose of this paper to

examine the perspectives of faculty members on administrator

effectiveness, to explore the reasons for their particular con,

ceptualizations, and to analyze the conditions which lead to

their evaluation of administrator effectiveness as high or low.

A better understanding of the dynamics of faculty perspectives on

administrator effectiveness will permit each to appreciate the

other and to modify their behavior accordingly.

The Concept of Effectiveness

It is necessary first, of course, to have in mind some

definition of "effectiveness.g While much recent literature has

been devoted to a better understanding of this concept (Cameron,

1978; Cameron and Whetton, 1981; Ghorpade, 1971; Goodman and

Pennings, 1977; Muchinsky and Morrow, 1980; Spray, 1976; Steers,

.
; 4



1977), it generally identifies the total organiiation as the

focal system. Effeitiveness; in other words, is most commonly

conceived in terms of organizational achievement, particularly

through success in exploiting its external environments (Katz and

Kahn, 1978; Yuchtman and Seashore, 1967). While the definition

of effectiveness of units within organizatiims might use some of

the same terminology, the difficulty of circumscribing the

boOndaries of the subsystem makes it difficult (Hall and Fukami,

1979; Steers, 1975). Moreover, for the purposes of this paper,

we are concerned not so much with unit effectiveness (e.g., the

dean's office), as with personal effectiveness (i.e., the per,

ceived effectiveness of the person occupying the role of office

leader). Clearly, there is a connection between unit or office

effectiveness and personal or leaderhip effectiveness (Fiedler,

1965). Indeed, faculty link intimately the administrator and

his/her office. There is, however, a looseness in the coupling

between the effectiveness of office leader and the' office -- the

latter being contingent on factors other than the administrator's

competence as leader. For the purposes of this paper in judging

managerial effectiveness, we will use the idea of "personal

effectiveness" of administrators, as conceived by faculty

(Calder, 1977).

a

Viewed in this light, personal effectiveness may be seen as

both behavior and personal attributes which conform to 'several

sets of expectations of criteridn populations -- those persons

with whom the focal person has reciprocally interdependent

organizational.contact (Jacobson, Charters and Lieberman, 1951).

Such expectations are typically set in the theoretical context of



"systems" and "role." Faculty perceptions of the effectiveness

of administraton role behavior ire contingent on systemic condi-
a.

tions in the organization and its relationship to its environr

ment, on the characteristics of the administrator and his/her

behavior, and on the characteristics of the perceiver. In

slightly different words, faculty will be conditioned by various

factors to have certain expectations of appropriate administrator

performance, and these expectations are a function of the faculty

member's prior experience with administrators and their behavior..

Importantly, the expectations are conditioned also.by two key

conditions in the organization's decision-making climate and its

relative success in attending to environmental turbulence. In

short, faculty will be predisposed to see administrators in

different lights, depending on both structural elements in de-

cision-making and the manner in which those structures are'tempo:

rally employed. Finally, the orientation of the faculty member

or members helps to determine how the administrator's behavior is

viewed, particularly as that behavior may be different in dif-

ferent kinds of organizatpps.

Plan of the Paper

We begin the analysis from the organizational perspective.

We discuss first a theory for classifying the types of decisions

which must be made,in all organizations -- the functional pre-

requisites of Talcott Parsons (1951): adaptation, goal attainr

ment, integration and latency (AGIL). Having considered these

prerequisites, we then turn to a schema for understanding or/and

classifying differentikinds of organizations in which these pre-
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requisites may be said to.operate (presumably _somewhat differ-

ently in the different kinds of organization). Here we discuss

the typology of Jeffrey Pfeffer (1977), characterizing organiza-

tions as one of four types -- professional, collegiate,

political/coalition and centralized/bureaucratic.

Since.organizations are not static -- varying internally and

resp9B5ng to outside changes -- we will need to classify the

system states of the organization in order to understand faculty

. expectations at these times. We will be particularly concerned

at this point, therefore, with identifying the constraint's of the

"dominant" phase in which the organization finds itself, since

the phase will predispose the administrator to adopt orientations

toward others (namely faculty) which are more characteristic of

that phase (Cameron and Whetton, 1981; Parsons, 1953). We,uso

the "pattern variables" of Parsons to explicate this phenomenon.

At this point in the paper, we turn to an analysis of the

kinds of power that are available to deans and to a consideration

of the conditions which make the use of one or another type

appear to faculty as particularly appropriate to effect their
3

desired ends. Here we Join the power theories of Bacharach and

Lawler (1980) with the above discussion. With this section, we

conclude tpe analysis of the organizational factors which legiti-

mize in faculty eyes different kinds of administrator behavior.

It is necessary next to examine the correthive concern in

the paper -- the idiographic influences on faculty perceptions of

effectiveness. Here we employ still another theory -- that of

Kilmann and Herden (1976). The discussion in this section allows

us to analyze the faculty not as a monolith, but as a disag-

! t 7
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gregated congeries'of persons or subcultures with personalities

predisposing them to see administrator types and administrator

behavior in quite different ways. The final section of the paper

draws together the two strands set out io that point -- organiia-

tional perspectives of decanal effectiveness and faculty perspec-

tives on the same subject. To accomplish this, we employ the

role theories of Katz and Kahn (1978) and the path-goal theory of

Robert House (1971). Figure 1 below describes the'concepts of

concern in the paper and their relationships.

System States

Nomothetic
Conditions

Functional
Prerequisites

Types of
Or anization

Idio ra hic
Co itions

'personality of
Evaluators

Orientations and Variants
Behaviors

Patterns of Power
Use

V

!Orientations of
Administrators and
Faculty

Phases of 1 Perceptions
Organizational of
Life Cycle Effective-

ness

Figure 1 --. Sources of influence on faculty perceptions
of decanal effectiveness

A Typology of Organizational Needs

Organizations as social systems have system-level problems

Which must be attended to if they are to survive. These problems

are universal, regardless of the type of organization. To under-

stand the faculty perspective on decanal effectiveness, there-
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fore, we must look first to a conceptualization of the nature of

the generic problems which each dean must face. The functional-

ist approach of Talcott Parsons (1960) provides a useful schema.

According to Parsons (1960), all social systemsgla organizations

must satisfy four prerequisites in order:to ensure their long

term survival. These prerequisites are set theoretically in a

two-by-two format, the axes of which address, on the one hand,

the boundaries of the actiyities satisfying the prerequisistes,

and, on the other, the instrumental versus consumatory motillation

of workers (see Table 1).

Table 1

Functional Prerequisites of Organizations
According to Talcbtt Parsons

Instrumental Consumatory

Cross-Boundary. ADAPTATION GOAL ATTAINMENT

Internal LATENCY INTEGRATION

The prerequisites are adaptation, goal attainment, integra-

tion and latency (AGIL). If all organizations (and each of their

subsystems) must meet these prerequisites, then it can be argued

that to some degree (as yet unspecifiedl, administrative leader-

ship is "responsible° for the activities associated with the
4

prerequisites. Different constituencies acting as role senders

(e.g., trustees, presidents; alumni, faculty and students), for-

mally or informally, hold administrators accountable for their

effectiveness in each area.

A further explication of the prerequisites will help clarify
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their importance in understanding the leader's role in addressing .

5

them. Goal attainment refers to the necessity of every organi-

zation to establish a relatively.stable relation with its envi-
e',

ronment, through which the organization and environment can both

achieve their'ends. To some extent, the environment external to

the organization must see the.outputs of the organization as

. useful, and employees must derive some satisfaction from the

sense of the organization's functional utility with respect to

.he environment. Decanal decisions addressing this prerequisite,

then, would be concerned with cross-boundary conditions and with

the problems of assuring the motivational commitment of both

organization and clients in the environment to the consummation

of the organization's outputs (such as, competent graduates,

scientific research knowledge, etc.). Curricular design, student

relations, and long-range planning are administratoractivities

subsumed in this area.

Adaptation is a prerequisite which *reveals the organiza-

tion's necessity to secure adequate resources from its environ-
;

Ns.

ment and to distribute those resources interilally in an efficient

manner. A dean 'concerned with decisions satisfying this pre-

requisite would be occupied with recruitment of faculty, with

securing and distributing funds through grants and the normal

bydget procedures; and with assuring an adequate supply pf

students.

The third prerequisite, integration, refers to the necessity

for solidarity and mutual support among units within an organiza-

tion Members of the'system must accept the roles of others and

- derive saiisfaction from the collaborative efforts of all. A
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dean performing actions in this domain might spend time at facul-
.

ty meetings describing and explaining the importance of various .

units to the overall functioning of the college. The fourth

prerequisite is latency or pattern-maintenance and tension-i-educ-

tion. In every organization, there must be a. continuity of

.

relationships among'units. Members mdst be enabled to rely ..on

expectations of patterps of activities among units.. Commonly

- these expectations are set in the coniext of an organization

structure which describes the roles of the.various participants.

The expectations are also determined by the normative structure

which evolves to guide behavfbr not covered through institution-
4,

alized role descriptions. Lacking stability of expectations;

members of an organization wIll become tense, and their relations

with one another will become less functional for the organizi-

tion. A dean concerned with this prerequisite must attend to the

formalization of relationships among member units foutlining the .

.c-

task requirements of each), as well as to the inculcation of

valuei and norms which guide members in institutionally desired.

directions where roles are diffuse or ambiguous.

Organizational Dos and AdminisIrator Performance

Having considered the system prerequisites which obtain in

any organization and to which a dean must attend, we need now to

discuss how the satisfaction of the prerequisites might be accom-

7

plished in different kinds of organizations. Needed is a typol-

ogy of organizations which will lend itself to this purpose.
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A number ofAscriptive modes of organization appear recur,-

rently. in the literatUre on higher education (e.g., Otadridge,

1978; Cohen and March, 1974; .MAllett, 1978; Mortimer and

)

McConnell, 1978). With thet exception of the ahen and March

approach, which suggests that large colleges ind universities can

'best be -described as organized anarOhiest most of the models

employ as central parameters the conrepts of goal contensu$ and

bureaucracy, at least as necessary to explain the more critical

decision-Making processes such as personnel, budget, and curricu-

lum. If to these teiMs the concept of technology is added, a

typology.,can be create0 which well describes the most typical of

colleges and universities. This typology has been depicted by

Pfdffer (1977) and is comprised of four different kinds of organ-

izations; profeksional, bureaucratic, political/coalition, and

centralized. The derivation of the types appears in Table

Table 2

Typology of Organizational Forms

Amount,of Control
Possessed by
Organizational Authorities

Low High

Goal Consensus/ Professional Bureaucratic
Amount of Certain Technology Model (1) Model (2)

Consensus , .

About Goals 81

Amount of GOal.Dissensus/ Political/ Centralized-

Uncertainty Uncertain Coalition Model.

About Technology Technology Mode, (3) (4)

When this frari:ework is applied to colleges and universities,
.

the result is a fairly reasonable explanation of some of the

12



constraints on administrator decision-making. For example, where

deans and faculty agree on goals and the means to aChieve them,

and -also agrteinrAtm--needfor Aerehtralized autonomy in

decision-making, a "professional" type of organization arises.

Under other conditions, a bureaucracy, a political/coalition, or

- a centralized model will be t describe the system. In each case,

a quite different se pectations will govern perceived and

enacted roles of both dean and faculty. In turn, the criteria

for assessment of "managerial effectivenes " will be different.

Faculty, for example .will expect different kinds of performance

in each of the prerequisite directions from a deaeorierating in a

bureaucracy as contrasted with a political/coalition type organi-

zation.

Structure and Process

To this point we haveconsidered and linked organizational

type and organizational prerequisites. It is necessary now to

discuss the typical structures and processes which might be used

by administrators to satisfy the prerequisites in each type of

organization. This will- provide a basis for understanding the

behayior on which faculty make their Aldgments of administrator

effectiveness. In this section we discuss four structural and

processual aspects of organizations as they may characterize

different types of organizations. What we will show is that

because the dean's control over structure and process varies

widely, ascriptions of responsibility (credit and blame) may be

misdirected, ,
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"Structure," according to Steers (1977)

....refers to the manner in which an organization
organizes its human resources for goal directed

activities. It is the way the human_ parts of an
organization are fitted into relatively fixed

relationstaprs---thrat---largely define patterns of

interaction, coordination, and task-oriented behavior
(p. 59).

While there is a wide variety of indices of structure (e.g.,

specialization, formalization, span of control, organization

size), for purposes of underStanding the context of decanal

decision-making in the four Pfeffer-type models we will concen-

trate here on four:

Levels in the decision-making hierarchy (tall vs. flat)
Staff/line personnelratio
Traditional vs. matofx form of hierarchy (i.e., single

vs. multiplgrlines of authority
Linking role respacsibility (e.g., administrative staff

vs. faculty committees)

Organizational "processes" refer to a number of kinds of

activities in organizations, one of which is "decision-making."

The latter ranges from individual speculation or cogitation to

more active intervention in organizational life. Decisions as an

organizational process have still another dimension. On the one

hand, they can be "policy"-related; on the other, issue or task

specific. Policy-related decisions have'a continuing impact on

the behavior of organizational members largely through the redef-

inition of roles. Task specific decisions affect members through

their impact on performance in roles alreacly defined. The deci-

sions of deans specifically include both types. For examples,

deciiions about such matters as new criteria for promotion and

tenure, policies with respect to new program formation and guide-

lines for student grading all affect the faculty member's concep-
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tion and execution of his/her role. Annual budget allocations,

on the other hand, are one-time decisions, which are more likely

to have impact on roles which are at the margin of the majority

of faculty role behavior. That is, the role activity of most

faculty will not differ significantly unless the shift
8

in budget is so great as to constitute a change in-policy.

A key to the understanding of how organizational processes

such as decision-making may affect subordinate perceptions of the

effectiveness of the administrator lies in the degree to which

that deciston-making is shared. Newer contingency theories now

seem to suggest that there is a "zone of conditional acceptance"

(Miles, 1981) -- an "area in which directives, orders, decisions,

and so forth may or may not be accepted, depending on the office

holder's leadership behavior (or lack thereof)":

Within this area, subordinates do not "accept" orders
or directives automatically, but may do so if (1)the
leader is charismatically persuasive; (2)compelling
information about the need for compliance is
articulated; (3)subordinates are involved in the
decision process and thus feel some ownership of the
objectives being sought; or, (4)an implicit bargain is
struck with the leader.

Other contingency theorists, most notably Vroom and Yetton

(1973), consider the following of importance to effective

decision-making: the level of expertise of the followers, the

need forpllower compliance, and the stake of the followers in

the decision -- all of these leading to different kinds of

decisions.

Generally, the decision-maker is faced with the dilemma of

determining the degree of participation of subordinates which is

appropriate. At one end of the.continuum is a category of auto-
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cratic decisions; at the other, decisions made exclusivet, by

subordinates; in the middle, decisions by some combination of

leader and led. It is this decision "process" which is of

central importance to the discussion here. We are concerned with

the nature of those participative processes in the different
9

Pfeffer-type prerequisite decisions. In Table-3-, -whi-cir-fallows;"

we have noted the structural and decison process variables which

might be considered for each of the organizations in the Pfeffer

model for each of the prequisite activities.

Unfortunately, the utility of this schematic depiction of

-the structures and processes waits for empirical research which

reliably describes the actual conditions in these kinds of organ-

izations. It is possible to speculate, however, on the patterns

which might occur. In Table 4, below, we hypothesize'the struc-

ture and participative process which might obtain in different

organizations and describe the probable behavior of a dean acting

out a "goal attainment" role such as curriculum change.

:3
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Table 3

Salient Structural and Process Variables in a Cross Tabulation Array
of Organizational Types and Functional Prerequisites

Type of Organization
(from Pfeffer)

1

Functional Prerequisites
(from Parsons)

i

Goal Attainment
S* P**

Adaptation
S. P

ihtegration
S P

Latency
S P

Goal Consensus-
Certain Technology

DML= DMP= DML= DMP= DML= DMP= DML= DMP=

1.Prof. Organization-(low S/L= S/L= S/L= S/L=

control by authorities) T-M= T-M= T-M= T-M=

.

e
LRR= LRR= LRR= LRR=

2. Bureaucratic-(high DML= DMP= DML= DMP= DMIL= DMP= DML= DMP=

control by authorities) S/L= S/L= S/L= S/L=

T-M= T-M= T-M= T-M=

LRR= LRR= LRR= LRR=

Goal Dissensus-
Uncertain Technology

DML= DMP= DML= DMP= DML= DMP= DMIL= DMP=

3.Political Coalition-(low S/L= S/L= S/L= S/L=

control by authorities) T-M= T/M= T/M= T/M=

,

4.Centralized-(high control

LRR=

DML= DMP=

LRR=

DML= DMP=

LRR=

DML=

,

DMP=

LRR=

DMIL= DMP=

by authorities) S/L= S/L= S/L= S/L=

T-M= T-M= T-M= T-M=

LRR= LRR= LRR= LRR=

Ambiguous Goals &
Technology

DML= DMP= DML- DMP= DML= DMP= DML= DMP=

Anarchic S/L= S/L= S/L= S/L=

(ambiguous control) T-M=
LRR=

T-M=
LRR=

T/M=
LRR=

T=M=
LRR=

,

*S=Structures; P=Process Note: See Table 4 for a sample of a cell from this table with the

right sides of the equations filled in.

18
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Table 3 (cone d.)

iget to Cell Entries

DML=Number of Decision-making levels in the hierarchy:
H=High; M=Mediym; L=Low

S/L=Staff to line personnel ratio: S/I=High staff to line;
s/I=Moderate staff to line; s/L=High line to staff

T-M=Traditional vs. matr4x form of hier'archilIWTraditional,
single line of authority; WMatrix, Multiple
1 i nes of authority

LRR=Linking role responsibility: S=Staff predominates S/L=mixed
responsibility; L=line predominates (e.g.,
facul ty committees)

Decision-Making Process

DMP=Decision-making process: A=Autocratic; A/L=shared;
L=li ne

0

.,k



Table 4

Hypothetical Description of Decanal Activity in the
Goal Attainment Area in Different Types of Organizations

Organizational Types Functional Prerequisites

,

Professional Organization

Goal Attainment
(e.g., Curriculum)

Adaptation* :Integration** latency***

Dean asks faculty senate to instruct its
curriculum committee to consider a new
program

.

,

.

1

DMl=Flat hierarchy
Sa=High line to staff
T-M=Matrix
lFIR=line predoMinates
DMP=line dominated

Bureaucratic Organization Dean asks his/her own staff to develop
a proposal to be submitted to the faculty
ion the subject of a new program
,

DMl=Tall hierarchy
Sa=High line to staff
T-M=Traditional
lFIR=Staff predominates
DMP=Autocratic

Political Organization Dean meets with key department chair-
persons to sound them out on the
possibility of a new program: Dean
seeks to establish coalitions With power-

-ful-faculty_ Iests_b_argaining position

.
,

.

DMl=Medium hierarchy
Sa.Moderateline to staff
T-M=Traditional

*e.g., budget
**e.g., coordination
***e.g., personnel evaluationlFIR=line predomfnates

DMP=line dominated with different constituencies
,

Centralized Organization Dean announces new program to staff and
faculty. Dean asks relevant personnel
to implement program

DMl=Tall hierarchy
S/L=High line to staff
T-M=Traditional
lFIR=Mtxed responsibility
DMP=Autocratic

Anarchic Organization Dean aggregates forces indicating ;
curricular problem and solution to
problem when and if circumstances make
it opportune

DMl=Ambiguous
S/l=Ambiguous
T-M=Ambiguous

20
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Quite apart from the different strategies which a dean might

take in different Organizations, what is significant to observe

from the hypothetical actions noted in each cell in Table 4 is

the variation in the structural entities which serve the goal

attainment functions. As Parsons suggests, for each function a

different structural subsystem emerges to serve it. (cf. Lyden,

1975). Parsons indicates, for example, that the adaptation func-

tion in society is served largely by the economy, while the

latency function is served by such structures as schools and

religious institutions. Note that in Table 4, the same function,

Organizational Goal Attainment, is served by quite different

structural subsystems under the five model organizations. In the

professional organization it is served by line personnel -- the

faculty. In the bureaucretic organization, it is the dean's

staff which attends to the function, while in the political

organization, the department chairs and other power figures do

the work. In the centralized college or university, the dean

acts as the structure which serves the function.

This important shift in responsibility for the goal attain-

-ment function has implications for the understanding of faculty

judgments of administrator effectiveness. Since goal attainment

(and, equally important, latency) is a "consummatory" function,

the ascription or attribution of success to the person or persons

responsible will depend on the degree to which lower participants

.in the organization see the activity as gratificatory. If the

dean is not directly identified as the responsible subsystem, it

is quite likely that a major source or appreciation for his/her

effectiveness will not be s04ent to faculty in their judgments

22
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of effectiveness. As we will see later, there is associated with

each phase of organizational movement an "appro-priate" or effec-

tive leadership orientation or pattern variable. Normally, we

would expect that effective leadership presupposes aa proper

matching of style and contingencies. If, however, organizational

type (per Pfeffer) is included as a contingency, and subsystems

other than the leader's have primary 'responsibility for carrying

out critical functions, the appropriate leader style may require

a reconceptualization of the "system" toward which the leader ist

and must be oriented. The leader functions of the dean, that is,

may be much more circumscribed in some types of organizations

than is usually believed. Faculty evaluation of decanal effect-

iveness must, in turn, realistically consider these more limited

domains of responsibility.

The Use of Powen

Not only are the mechanisms of organizational action (struc-

ture and process) different across function and organizational

type, but the modes of influence over compliance of others also

varies. Administrators, such as deans, exercise their influence

over their organizations and their subordinates, peers and super-

ordinates in .a variety of ways. In this'section, we will be

concerned especially with the ways in which the deans in the
4

different types of organizations in the Pfeffer model attend to

their leadership responsibilities through the use of power. Us-

ing some power typologies found in the literature, we will ex-

amine how power is likely to be distributed in the four types of

organization, how it is exercised (using an adaptation of the

23
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Parsonian pattern variables), and whether it is perceived by

10
faculty as effective or not.

We noted at the outset of this paper that in most social

systems, resistance to authority and power stems from anxiety

over possible loss of control. Faculty, who have strong needs

for autonomy, are particularly sensitive to potential intrusions

on their freedom to determine not only their work schedules but

important parts of the work itself. Though they may recognize

the primacy of institutional goals in organizations (Parsons,

1960), they prefer to elect to apportion their time in accordance

with.their own predilections, even within hierarchically circum-

scribed domains of armArity. -Faculty perception of loss of

control is mitigated by the structural conditions and decision-

making processes which the faculty member accepts on employment

or learns to tolerate during the early socialization period of

eiployment. Faculty members come to appreciate certain modes of

decision-making as "legitimate" in a particular higher education

setting. This process is often abetted through efforts of those

in control.

Regardless of type.oi' organization, however, there is always

an asymmetry of power and authority between lower and higher

level participants. Clearly, in professional type organizations,

there is a more balanced distribqtion, but even there, authority

rests ultimately with fiduciaries. In each of the types in the

Pfeffer model, there is a strain toward individual and aggregate

self control by lower participants which may be assuaged by

judicious management by the formal authorities through the pro-

mulgation of a generalized belief in the legitimacy of the pro-
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cesses of participation in decision-making. As leaders attend to

the functional prerequisite of pattern maintenance, they seek to#

institutionalize the organizational decision-making structures'

which purportedly lead to the attainment of goals. ,Parsons

refers to this as a "strain toward consistency.'"t

Inevitably some part of this legitimation process involves

, the use of political processes. As Pfeffer (1981) observes:

In the political processes within organizations, the
task of the various politicaT actors is to develop
explanations, rationalizations, and legitimation for
the desired activities and choices which are themselves
frequently resolvedthcough the ute of power (p. 181).

Political actors provide justifications'and rationali-
zations that justify/proposed decisions. These justi-
fications serve to ensure support both inside the or-

ganization and from external groups, in that they are

consistent with social norms, values, and expectations
for organizational activity (p. 182).

As noted earlier, administrators in different types of or-

ganizations exercise their power in different ways, each of which

.may or may not fit faculty expectations of appropriateness in the

satisfaction of either organizational prerequisites or personal

prerequisites. That is, the manner by which the dean defines'the

participative system in, sky, a professional or political/coali-

tton type organization anck the ways he/she introduces and for- '

wards substantive matters is critical to the faculty perception

of effectiveness. One way of conceiving of administrator behav-

ior under these differiug conditions is to look at influence

processes in which they engage (Carzo and Yanouzas, 1967, pp.

1977ff). Bacharach and Lawler (1980) have suggested that power as .

such a process can be divided analytically into "sources,"

"typet," and "bases" as shown in Table 5. By source, these
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authors ;mean the modes by which actov.s come to control power.

-

Type of power distinguishes between the zero-sum and non-zero-sum

(i.e., continuous) manifestations of'power, while basis of 0ower
-

refers to the currency employed in power use money or

information).

a

Table 5
a

Relationships of Sounces, Types and Bases of Power

Source Bases Type'

Structure Authority Coercion
Remunerative
Normative
Knowledge

Personality Infludnce Normative
Knowledge

Expertise Influence Normative
Knowledge

Opportoity Influence Coercion
Rnowledge

From Bacharach and Lawler'(1980), Power and Politics in
Organizations

As Bacharach and Lawler note, "coercive.power" is the con-

A

trol of punishment, "remunerative power" is control of rewards,

"normative power," the control of syd!ols, and "knowledge power,".

the control of information. While some previous reseerch on the

use Of power by administrators in higher education has been

conducted (Bachman, 1968; Colttin aad Glueck, 1977; Cope, 1973;

Hill and French, 1967; Neumann, 1978), it does not deal exiilicitr:

ly with the concept of administrator effectiveness from the

26 .
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faculty perspective. The value of the Bacharach and Lawler

conceptualization, is that it permits a.diagnostic understanding

of what kinds of power are likely to be used, under what condi-

tions and to what effect. Itforganizations where faculty have
,

reTatively mare alternatives,to depending solely on decanal deci-

a sioni or/and have lower takes in them, power sources, types and

basei Wrill differ fr m organizations in which faculty areAeavily

dependent (as in entralized,institutions). .

For example, refer agaih to Table 4 and the illustration of

-curriculum planning. To reiterate, the dean in this cast 15,--' .

,

attending to goal attainment functions in a political/Coalition.
11

type organization. One could argue'reasonably that in 'this

instance the dean wouldyse at least three bases of power --

knowledge, 'remunerative, and coercion, but would find normative

power (manipulation of symbols) a rather impotent base in this

kind of urganization/.. Coercion as a base might stem from his/her

formal "authority" in the given "structure" of the organizition,'

although in a university with many tenured faculty, coercion may

havo a.limited force.

Remunerative 'power would also be derived from the posAion
. .

strucuire. Here, the dean would promise -- or more likely impl;

-- the increastd availability of rewards if the chairpersons

.agree to-a curriculum revision deiired by the bean. It is equal-
%

ly likely, hOwever, that the dean will seek to exercise power

through influence, rather than authority. Hence, he/she will

, take advantage of personality'and opportunity. Charismatic lead-

ership, for example, may induce some department chairs to comply,

and thefparticulars of the curriculum change may provide oppor-

27
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tunities for the dean to work his/her influence through friend-

ship networks already established in the organization. It is not

likely, however, that expertise as a source of influence will be

invoked, since the dean will probably not possess any superior

knowledge or skills in curriculum building to which claim can be

laid. Indeed, it could be argued that expertise over curriculum

matters rests more solidly among the affected faculty -- or,

perhaps more importantly, is perceived to reside there. From the

faculty perspective in this type of organization, such decanal

activity would probably be viewed as legitimate and effective,

even by.those faculty members who are the losers in the political

battles for control over their working lives. In another type of

organization, say the "professional" type identified in the

Pfeffer model, it would not. In the latter case, we might hfpo-

thesize (again, quite speculatively) that a different pattern of

power sources, types and bases would be employed. We might

expect a much heavier reliance on normative and knowledge bases,

4

with coercion and remunerative bases less operative. In common

with the political/coalition type or9:1.4zation, the dean would

rely on personality and opportunity to "ofluence the faculty, and

again, expertise would be subordinated.

We should reiterate here that the dean's authority or/and

influence, potential or actual, refers not only to the substance

of curriculum change (or any other matter), but also to the

process itself. Thui, decanal power will be exerted in direc:

tions meant either to legitimize the decision-making process (the

"governance" mechanism in postsecondary institutions) or to sub-

vert it -- which one depending on the type of organization. For

28
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example, whereas constitutionally in a university a faculty may
;

have "authority" over curriculum matters, a dean in a political/-

coalition organization may attempt through power to undermine

that authority, while in a professional organization, he/she may

strive to support its legitimacy. Importantly, in both cases

faculty may see the activity 4s both legitimate and ."effective"

when successful. Indeed, to the extent that the dean conforms to

these faculty expectations, they will view him/her as furthering

their own objectives and are likely themselves to act in ways

congruent with the dean's (and presumably the organization's)

goals (House, 1971).

Organizational Life-Cycle Phases

We must at this point add one more contingency to our

predictions of faculty assessment of administrator effectiveness.

Earlier, we suggested that evaluations of effectiveness are

related to the time frame in which the objectives of the

administrator are to be accomplished. Here we rifih to potii t

another time related dimension of organizational politics. As

organizatidns proceed through various cycles of development,

change, decline and rejuvenation (Kimberly, Miles and Associates,

1980), More or less attention is paid to one or another of the

prerequisites (Parsons, Bales and Shils, 1953). In Parsons'

terms, these "phases" are changing states of the system through

some interval in time, when, in ipsative fashion, more

organizational energy is addressed to one prerequisite at the

expense of *the others. Most important for our discussion here is

the assertiOn by Parsons that in each phase, there are dominant

29



modes of .orientations of the actors in the system and dominant

modalities or meanings that the actors attach to others in the

systemh Both orientations and moltlities constitute what Parsons

calls the "pattern variables," each of whiCh has four possible

values.

The modes of orientation describe the systematic, patterned

ways that actors in social systems such as organizations have

interests in or related to other persons or objects in the sys-

tem. Parsons suggests that one can categorize the interests in

others in social situations through two dichotomous variables --

(1) the degree to which the actor desires a "specific vs. rather

more "diffuse" relationship; and, (2) the degree to which the

actor wants tb,become involved in and derive satisfaction from

relationships versus the desire to remain neutraftoward others.

For example, an actor such as a faculty member or dean may see

others in instrumental terms (specificity-neutrality) -- in other

words, how others can be of assistance in forwarding his/her own

ends. Another example might be a dean who sees a particular

faculty member as a source of.personal satisfaction (specificity-

affectAity). Hills (1966) illustrates the alternatives in the

following two-by-two table (Table 6):
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Specificity

Diffuseness

27

Table 6

Modes of Orientation

Neutrality Affectivity
.

Need for instrumental
utilization

Need for
consummation

Need for commitment Need for
solidarity

The "modalities" or categories of meaning to the actor are

also subject to dichotomous classification (Hills, 1966, p. 5).

Another two-by-two table (Table 7) describes these categories:

Performance

Quality

Table 7

Modalities of Meaning

Universalism Particularism

Objects of Utility Goal Objects

Objects of
Generalized Respect

Objects of
Identification

To give one illustration, a highly research oriented faculty

member might view the dean largely in terms of universalism and

performance -- i.e., solely in terms of what the dean (irrespec-

tive of his/her personality or special Context of action) can do

in the role .

As noted above distinctive orientations and modalities can

be seen to be operative in each of the phases. In what follows,

we will be concerned with the ways in which the phase of the

organization affects the dean's orientations toward the faculty

as dean's roles are executed politically in each of the types of
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organizations identified earlier. The focus will also be on how

these different attitudes in different phases affect faculty

interpretation of the effectiveness of the dean.

There are five kinds of pattern variables. Only one of the

four (the fifth is not relevant) will be seen to suffuse the

orientations of the actors each time one or another prerequisite

becomes dominant. The particular orientations which obtain when

any one of the prerequisites is salient is noted in Table 8

below.

10°

Table 8
a

Pattern Variable Characteristic of the Functional Prerequisites

Adaptation Specificity (vs. Diffuseness)
Universalism (vs. Particularism)

Goal Attainment -- Affectivity (vs. Affective
Neutrality)

Performance (vs. Quality)

Affective Neutrality (vs.
Affectivity)

_Quality_Cvs.__Eerformancet_

Diffuseness (vs. Specificity)
Particularism (vs. Universalism)

Latency

Integration

,1=1

IN. dal,

a
Adapted from Bess, 1Patterns of Satisfaction of Organizational

Prerequisites and Personal Needs in University
Departments of High and Low Quality," 1971, p. 83.

While all of the phase orientations of the dean cannot be

illustrated here because of space limitations, let us take one as

an example. Most colleges and universities in the 1980's must be

especially attentive to accommodating the institution to changing

environmental conditions. Such a situation requires an active

, 32 .
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concern for the transformation of the organization to attend to

thenwe.xternalrea ii r

orientation is reflective of an increased concentration on the

successful satisfaction of the adaptation prerequisite:

The eventual mastery of the external situation through

instrumental activity necessitates "realistic" judg-

ments in terms of generalized predictions concerning

the behavior of objects. Hence, the relation of actors

to objects needs to be universalistic, that is, cogni-

zant of the characteristics of the object in relation

to other objects' characteristics. It is necessary,

moreover, if the situation is to be "mastered" and not

simply "accommodated to" for these universalistically

defined properties to be perceived and dealt with in

specific contexts of relevance to given goal-interests.

Hence the character of the attitude tends to be marked

by specificity of interest (p. 103).

Translated into more practical terms, these authors are suggest-

ing that when organizations under stress become more concerned

with successfully mastering the adaptation of their organization

to external and internal changes, the actors in those organiza-

C

tions tend to become more performance-oriented and to view others

in the organization from a more cognitive perspective. For

.example, quantitative standards come to predominate. Moreover,

affective or emotional reactions are inhibited, since those atti-

tudes tend to be more appropriate to the activities required in

other prerequisites. Perhaps most important for this paper is

the observation that for some types of organizations, there may

be a time lag between the recognition of administrators and the

awareness of faculty that the organization has moved into a new

phase. Hence, faculty tend to expect the predominant orienta-

tions of a prior phase and are not prepared for the shift to the

new. In terms of rated effectiveness of administrators, there-

fore, ,Jaculty will apply standards which are "out of phase" with
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the needs of the institution as a whole. As will be shown,

however, not all types of organizati-ans- are as subjer-t-to_changes

in decision-making climates and modes as.others.

Let us illustrate this, again referring to the three organ-

izing principals discussed thus far: 'type of organization

(Pfeffer), prerequisite. (Parsons), and power (Bacharach and

Lawler). A dean attending to a curriculum decision (goal attain,

ment prerequisite) in a political type organization which was

experiencing a relatively affluent perioa might use knowledge,

remuneration and coercion, as noted earlier. As Table 8 indi-

cates, howeveic the dominant orientation of actors in goal at-

tainment decisions (and in organizations whose phase is weighted

toward goal attainment) is "affectivity" and "performance." The

norms of theorganization and the politics of the situations,

then, require the dean's activities to be framed in terms of

affectivity and performance. He/she must relate to faculty in

expressive, ways and must symbolize achievements of the unit of

organization in very concrete terms so that their meanings can be

appreciated or "consumed" by the faculty. The political modes

commonly employed in political type organizations do noz, how-.

ever, lend themselves to such decanaljorientations. Thus, we

find frequently the formation of various informal coalitions and

the suboptimization of goals by formal units, partially as acme-

modations to the prescribed behavior of the formal leader. Too,

as noted above, other subsystems than the dean's office may A

called upon to serve the goal attainment function.

Ife'we lot*, on the other hand, at the same type of organiza-

tion political -- under a different phase, say in a period of

34
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decline, we can characterize the dominant mode as "adaptation."

' I G

toward faculty willreflect specificity and universalism. In

this case, the political power source, type and base more closely

"fit" the expectation. In part, this explains the orientations

of actors in many political type organizations. There is. a

strain to treat the system as having an economy of scarcity, even

when resources are ample. The proclivity stems from the inertia

of the organization's political ethos or saga, which, inturn,

requires a continual legitimation of the modes of decision-making

extant. In short, an organization once politicized tends to

remain so (Nadler, Hackman and Lawler, 1979, p. 227; Pfeffer,

1981, pa 32). The'"phase," then, in a political type organizar

tion may not be critical to the evalwation by the faculty of

the dean's effectiveness.

Such is probably not the case in another of the Pfeffer type

organizations. Let us examine, more briefly, a "professional"

organization. Recall that in such an organization there is a

high degree of consensus about goals and about the means of

achieving them, as well as agreement about the legitimacy of -/

decentralization of authority. In a goal attainment phase, oc-

casioned by slack 'resources, the dean of a professional organizar

tion would be likely to rely on influence rather than authority

as the type of power and on personality and opportunity as

sources of power (see Table 5 above). (Again, expertise as a

source would be unlikely, since the faculty might be expected to

have more knowledge in curriculum matters than would a dean

unfamiliar with a particular field.) While coercion as a power
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base would be unlikely, the dean might use special knowledge

gained opportunistically ! and

manipulate norms to effect the changes he/she desires.

In a phase dominated by goal attainment, we would predict,

according to Parsons, that the orientation of actors would' be

dominated by affectivity (vs. affective neutrality) and perfor,-

mance (vs. quality) -- see Table 8 above. Deans, for example,

concerned with making manifest the consummatory character of the

organization's achievements, would find themselves willind to

express their affective orientation. They would see the achieve-

, ments as unique performances of faculty and not as manifestations

of static work expectations. In such good times, in a profes-

sional organization, faculty would be responsive to decanal

behavior of this sort. Here again, there is a "fit," as there

was for the political type organization in the adaptation phase.

Moreover,, as noted earlier, in a professional type organization,

the structural subsystem primarily responsible for the goal atr-

tainment activity is the faculty itself, not the dean's office, .

so questions of maladaptation or misfit are not critical.

In times of decline, on the other hand, when the adaptation

phase predominates, the expectation is that persons in this (as

in the political) organization will bd dominated by specificity

(vs. diffuseness) and universalism (vs. particularism) in the

interests of attending to the instrumental nature of activities

concerned with adaptation. While a dean in the professional type

organization would still rely on knowledge and normative power

bases, he/she would relate to each faculty achievement primarily

as a means to an organizational end, not as a pleasurable source
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of cathexis, either for the dean or faculty member. In contrast

-%

to the goal attainment function, the dean-and his/her office it

the subsystem seen to be responsible for adaptation. Hence,

faculty members will look to the dean for leadership.

An important distinction must be made here between faculty

as line workers and faculty as managers (Parsons, 1959). Insofar

as faculty perform the basic work activities of research and

teaching, they view the dean accordinV to his/htar capacity to

facilitate those processes.. In their.managerial functions, the

subsystem of faculty views the dean as colleague or competitor

' for poiier and authority, depending on the particular type of

organization. In an adaptation phase, faculty in a professional

type organization may find their resources for performing their

line functions reduced. In this case, they will tend to be

oriented toward the dean from the same perspective as the dean is

toward them -- i.e., in terms of speCificity and universalism.

They will seb the dean and his/her office as an instrument serv-

ing them. They will consider the dean specifically as a means of

providing resources and will have expectations that those re-
p

sources will be provfded without bias. Since the model of a

professional type organization requires that both faculty and

dean be committed to the decentralization of power, faculty will

continue, even as the organization shifts from a goal attainment

phase to an adaptation phase, to serve as the subsystem respons-

ible for goal attainment and, in its manageyial capacity, for

adaptation. It is entirely possible, then, that the dean in such

an organization serves more as a figurehead than an executive.

Faculty evaluations of the dean's effectiveness apparently are
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not affected by the efficacy of the dean in either of these two

crucial functional prerequisites. Rather,--theclean-011--fie

viewed as effective to the extent that he/she serves the two

internal prerequisites of integration and pattern maintenance.

The phase through which the professional organization goes, then,

is also not critical to the evaluation of the dean's effective-

ness. Other kinds of organizations (e.g., political/coalition,

bureaucratic, and centralized), on the ether hand, will tend to

be much more sensitive to phase movements with mncomitant shifts

in responsibility for prerequisite functions and changes in ex-

pected behaviors and attitudes of organizational actors.

The Ambiguity of StruCture and Phase

The Pfeffer four-fold organizational schema speaks in part

to the issue of governance in institutions of higher education,

but the definition of "authority" is complicated in this field,

particularly at the higher end of the institutionl complexity

scale. That the more complex the institutton the more au-

thority for the execution of different functions is spread tradi-

tionally across both administrative and faculty personnel. More-

over, with complexity there arises an increasing diffuseness in

the boundaries of decision-making -- a diffuseness having both

functional and clysfunctional consequences. The organization

under these conditions inevitably becomes more politicized, even

when there is consensus on goals and technology and especially

when consensus is absent, as in the other two Pfeffer categories

of institution.
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What is critical to Understand here is that whereat

functions -identified -by P arsons-must- stil sati sfi eci- the

authority structures in complex institutions like universities

are often ambiguous (Cohen and March, 1974). While faculty

handbooks and constitutions frequently identify what seem to be

clearcut jurisdictional authority domains, in reality, decisions

are often made sub rosCeither by dominant coalitions of faculty

-or of faculty and key administrators working toward common goals

which may not be those of the majority (Cyert and March, 1963;

Mortimer and McConnell, 1979). Under these differing conditions

of institutional differentiation, the role of the dean thus may

shift frequently from administrative manager to political leader

and back. As this occurs, faculty expectations of the dean also

shift. As Ryan (1980) notes:

...organizational members may hold one set of
expectations for the dean's role in the administrative
organization and another set for his role in the-

academic organization. While the two structures appear
to serve different institutional functions and thus be
conceptually independent, in practice there may be a

blurring of responsibilities.

Perhaps ,most,interesting in this ambiguity is a concomitant

shifting of faculty orientations fram.concerns with the adminis-

trator's effectiveness in creating organizational conditions

which permit the faculty member to maximize his/her ego satisfac-

tions (via teaching or research) to the administrator's effect-

iveness -in maximizing the faculty member's lower-order needs ---

e.g., for.job continuity (e.g., tenure) and financial security

and well-being. To follow the Parsons framework (using the

'persoffh as the system), faculty members will shift from attempts

to satisfy the consummatory prerequisites (goal attainment and
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integratIon) to efforts addressing their instrumental prerequi:

si-tes (adaptation and pattern maintenance-and tension reduction).

With this change in orientation come changes in expectations .of

decanal behavior.

When faculty are oriented toward deans acting as political

leaders in .an academic goirernance structure characterized by

shared power and decision-making with respect to organizational

.goal attainment or the integration of units, they eXpect quite
.

different behavior and attitudes than when they see the dean as

an evaluator of their prospects Tor tenufe or salary iavancement.

As Hills (1968) notes:

Thus, from the.system phase perspective, we may say
that (1)if the primary functional problem of the system
is adaptation (the production of generalized facili-
ties) the actor& are expected to.adhere to norms which
incorporate the universalistic categorizatial 'of ob-

jects and specificity of ihterest; (2)if the primary
functional problem of the &ystem is the attainment of a
goal for the system, then actors ore expected to adhere
to norms which incorporate perforMance c a gorization
of objects and affettive interest;, (3)if t primary
functional problem of the,sy&Xem is integrat qn, then
actors are expected to adhere to horms defined in terms
of particularism and diffuseness; and (4)if the primarY
functional "problem of the &ystem is pattern-main-
tenance, then actors are expected to adhere to norms
which call for quality categorization of objects and
neutral basis of interest.

In other words, when the dean acts to make decisions on how

the institution can better achieve its goals (e.g., " through

curriculum change), faculty norms permit him/her te categorize

and jefine the nature of the proposal concretely and specifically

to indicate its probable effects, and to express openly his/her

feelings about the matter. On the other hand, when the dean acts

in an evaluative functidn, faculty expect norms of quality -and

neutrality, As noted above, as organizations fluctuate in phases
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requiring attention to different prerequisites, there is a lag in

the "appropriate' shift in faculty expectations of decanal per,

formance and an accompanying confusion over whether the dean can

be judged an effective administrator.

What is important to recognize here is that the ambiguity in

many kinds Of colleges and universities, particularly the more

complex ones of the political/coalition types, leaves a normative

gap in the organizational culture. It is not eaiy to determine

either what the structure of decision-making is or what phase the

institutfon is moving through. The result of this is that facul-

ty must themselves interpret both. .Since such interpretation may

not be accurate, there arises an inevitable potential for err°.

neous evaluation of the dean's effectiveness.

In the next section we will show the basis in the

idiographic dimension -- aggregate faculty personalities -- for

their interpretations.

Faculty Subcultures

Thus far we have considered the relationship of the dean to

the faculty as if the latter were a monolith. From research

evidence and practical experience we know that such is not the

case. Faculty differ not only individually but-in manifest and

latent identities and orientations (Bess, 1982; Biglan, 1973;

*Gouldner, 1957-58; Thompson, Hawkes-and Avery, 1969; Kelly and
4

Hart, 1971; Peters, 1979;* Smart and Elton, 1975; Smart and

McLaughlin, 1978); Hence, it is necessary to partition the

faculty in ways which help to understand the differential percep-

tions of administrator effectiveness held by faculty of different
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persuasions. Doing this will permit a better appreciation by the

dean of the political tactic and strategy,whicti best matches the

largest number of faculty leadership style preferences while

allowing simultaneous execution of_duties in the most effective

way. It is, of course, unlikely that any administrator will be

able always to satisfy all faculty all the time (just as Mann et

al., 1970, found that no teacher could maximize his/her effect..

iveness all the time, given the diversity of Students in a class-

room).

There are an infinite number of ways in which faculty can be

divided. The most common are into the traditional disciplines

and schools. Much research points to the differences in psych-

ological orientations which obtain across faculty in different

fields. Hence, to some exteni, faculty appraisals of administra-

tor effectiveness will be a function of the similarities in

disciplinary backgrounds between faculty and administrator. If

there is a managerial style associated with the personality of a

dean, then it would follow that faculty with siTilar personality

dispositions would tend to find the style of the administrator

more acceptable, and Might in turn be predisposed to find his/her

actions more effective.

Kilmann and Herden (1976) cf. Mitroff and Kilmann' (1978),

have suggested that "evaluators will process information in a way

that is congruent with the per6eption component of their person-
.

anties." Moreover, "they will formulate a conceptual model for

the evaluation; based upon their perceptions and congruent with

the judgment component of their personalities." Kilmann and

Herden call these iwo dimensions the "input data dimension" and
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the "decision-making dimension."

Faculty, according to this theory, would be disposed to

consider information they receive (the first dimension) according

to one of two personality functions (stemming from Jungian psy-

chology): either sensation or intuition. Sensation is a percep-

tual orientation that focuses on details and facts, particularly

in a "now" orientation to situations. Intuition, on the other

hand, has a holistic, global flavor occurring when people tend to

use hunches, imagination, and futuristic means of understanding

phenomena.

in_proc_essinq data received (making decisions based on them

-- the second dimension), faculty are disposed to use one of two

other personality functions: thinking or feeling. l'hinking

the judgmental function concerned with formulating impersonal

rules, logical proceduret, and analytical approaches for making

decisions," while "feeling as judgment is concerned with extreme

individual cases and with personal and subjective value judgments

for decisions making" (Kilmann and Herden, 1976).

When each perception function is Combined with each judgment

function, four psychological types are created:

ST -- sensation-thinking

NT -- sintuition-thinking

SF -- sensation-feeling

NF intuition-feeling

Individuals -who fall into these four categories tend to define

and solve problems in quite different ways. Kilmann and Herden

go on to suggest that the goals of persons evaluating the effec-

tiveness of others vary 'according to the psychological type into
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which they fall- For example, ST's tend to be concerned with

"internal efficiency" or the establishment of optimum levels of

quantity, quality and efficiency. Faculty with this orientation

would expect the dean to be supeilor in maximizing the ratio of

outputs to inputs. A "good" dean for this group would be con-

cerned, for example, with making sure 'that student and faculty

interaction in and out of class was carefully planned, organized,

and directed.

Intuition-thinking faculty (NT's), on the other hand, wo'uld

look at the dean in terms of the latter's overall effectiveness

441-41n-WriaTAHRMItHae-ieieareRS for-them; ei-ther from-the-central

administraticon (through shrewd bargaining) or through the facili-

tation of grant proposal writing. These types of faculty, in

other words, would view the dean as effective when he/she fights

successfully for resources on their behalf or who creates imagi-

native new programs which can be funded. A third type of facul-

ty, sensation-feeling faculty (SF's), take another approach to

evaluation, looking for detailed facts but putting highly personr

al judgments on those facts, particularly as they affect intew

perSonal relations. A good dean in this faculty member's opinion

is one who can create a warm, close-knit, collegial community of

scholars who truly care for one another as individuals. He/she

is also one who addresses each faculty member individually and is

successful in attending to the faculty member's sources of moti-

vation.

Finally, the intuition-feeling faculty members (NF's) take a

broader view of thproblems of huMan society, viewing their

organizational lives "through the gestalt, by synthesis and per-
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sonalistic value judgment" (Kilmann and Herden, 1976). An effec-

tive dean for this group would be one who'successfully leads the

college he/she leads to significant improvements in the society

outside the institution.

The four different perspectives on evaluation of the dean

are set in the context of internal-exteinal orientations and

effectiveness and efficiency, according * Kilmann and Herden.
A

Their model, with some modifications, appears in Table 9 below.

Instrumental

Table

AWail of -0 rgan ti lifictfveness

Internal

Internal Efficiency
(ST)

(Maximize energy
output, energy
input)

Consummatdry

Internal
Effectiveness

(SF)
(Maximize member
motivation)

a

Cross-Boundary

External Efficiency

(NT)
(Maximize bargaiiiing
position in environ-
mental exchange)

External
Effectiveness

(NF)

(Maximize societal
satisfaction)

a

Adapted from Kilmann and Herden, "Towards a Systemic Methodology
for Evaluating the Impact of Interventions on
Organizational Effectiveness, 1976.

The similartty of this typology to that of Parsons appears

accidental (no r;eference to Parsons appears in the Kilmann and

Herden bibliography), but it is striking, nevertheless. What
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this suggests is that ST'S will be conterned primarily with

integration, NT's with adaptation, SF's with latency, and NF's

with goal attainment. Perhaps more important; as the organiza-

tion proceeds through different phases, any one dean will be

successively matched and mismatched with the phase (i.e., the

dean's own personality disposition itself falls into one or

another of the Jungian categories). Hence, the faculty'vevalua-

tion of the dean will be made in terms of (I) whether the dean's

personality (and associated behaviors) matches the phases; and,

(2) whether the dean's personality (and behaviors) matches the

particular subgroup s personality type -- and, related expecta-

tions of .decanal behavior. In other words, since the phase

dictates the expectations of the actors in an organization (ac-

cording to Parsons), facultywill anticipate that the dean will

act symmetrically with those phase expectations. If the dean is

mismatched to the phase, having been appointed during another

phase, for example, then he/she may not be able to conform to

those expectations, and the faculty may view him/her with dis-

favor. Further, if a subgroup.of faculty finds itself disposi-

tionally different from the dean regardless of phase, it will

also view the dean unfavorably. (The corollary to this, of

course, is that some faculty will always be ourc of .synchroniza-

tion with the phase, though they may be isomorphic with the

.dean.)

Lacking empirical evidence at this date, we cannot determine

whether "matched" personalities (deans and faculty,subgroup) will

always result, in higher evaluations, (or whether all faculty,

regardless of subgroup (which, incidentally, are doubtless linked
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to traditional disciplines), will rate the dean highly if he/she

has a personality appropriate to the phase. To put the discus-

sion into somewhat less abstract terms, it is not clear whether

the economics department will rate the dean highly only when the

latter has the."economics personality" regardless of phase, or

whether economists will view the dean as effective when dean and

phase are matched, regardless of whether the dean is an econo-

mist. In sum, views of managerial effectiveness may be a func-

tion of matched phases and deans, or matched deans and discipli-

nary faculty, or some combination of both.

_There_ remains_the final merging of these notions of faculty,

subculture and Parsonian phase with the earlier discussions of

different types of organizations in the Pfeffer framework. The

question must be aiked as to whether in different kinds of organ-

izations which proceed through different phases faculty subcul-

tures differ from one another in their.evaluations of the dean.

For example, does an NT subculture in a political/coalition type

organization in a goal attainment phase differ from an NT subcul-

ture in a professional type organization undergoing the same

phase? Again, the answer awaits empirical validation, but it

would appear that the dimensions in the Pfeffer typology -- goal

consensus and amount of control -- are vital stimuli to the

faculty. They.will differentially affect faculty subcultures of

different types. Sensation-thinking types (ST's) will doubtless

feel more comfortable in a bureaucratic organization, regardfess

of phase and regardless of the dean's personality type. Con-

versely, it would seem reasonable that deans whose personalities

do not "fit" the organizational type will be viewed unfavorably
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by all faculty, but by the subcultures somewhat closer to the

deans' somewhat less unfavorably. In sum, the "culture" of the

organization demands a matched dean.

SummarY

We have attempted in this paper to conceptualize the meaning

of "managerial effectiveness," as conceived by faculty in insti-

tutions of higher education. Clarification of the term will

help in understanding how administrators can *have more effec-

Aively since in the exercise of their power(s), administrators

presumably have some discretion.

The paper began with a discussion of alternative ways of

conceiving of institutions ot higher education. The Pfeffer

model was employed, since it lent itself to an analysis of dis-

tinct hypothetical differences in the kinds of behavior which

faculty might conceive as "effective" administration. We then

turned to a more precise conceptualization of these behaviors.

The Parsons AGIL functionalist perspective was employed for this

purpose. This section of the paper considered how in the differ,-

ent Pfeffer-type organizations, deans might be expected to attend

to the four functional prerequisites faced by the institution.

We noted here especially how in the different iypes, actual

responsibility is carried out hy offices or persons other than

the dean, though the dean may be praised -- or, more likely,

blamed -- for effectiveness in executing the function.

But it is not merely the administration of the function

which is critical. As we noted in the next section, it is the

perceived legitimacy. of different kinds of power which also
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determines whether faculty see the dean as effective. Further,

in different types of organizations deans may accomplish the same

function using different power.sources, types and bases (using

the Bacharach and Lawler typology).

Having identified the variables of organizational type,

required functions and legitimized power, we then noted that

perceptions of the dean's effectiveness would vary further de-

pending on the particular life-cycle phase in which the institu-

tion found itself. In this section of the paper, we pointed out

that organizational members change their expeitations of appro-

priate behavior as the organization attends to one or another

prerequiSite. We illustrated how this might take place in two

different types of organizations and how the dean's failure .to

shift his/her behaviors might lead to negative evaluations of

_
effectiveness. A brief section of the paper next dealt with the

_
ambiguity of structure and phase, pointing out how this ambiguity

tends to leave to the faculty member or subgrodp theo interpreta-

tion of organizational condition and, further, to expect behavior

which conforms largely to the faculty's prototypical dispos

tions.

At the outset of this paper, we noted that the managerial

effectiveness of the dean might be determined not so much on the

basis of actual performance as by ancillary qualities. We naed

that "personal effectiveness" which involves the dean dfrectly

with the faculty may not be as important to the "impressions"

that faculty receive as are other roles played in the course of

satisfying organizational needs of his/her office. That is,

faculty views of administrator effectiveness in resource alloca-
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tion, curriculum revision, personnel matters, and fiscal concerns\

may not be as relevant as the image of the dean as he/she plays

out power options. Indeed, it is in the realm of "integration"

and "latency" that the dean has most impact on the faculty sense

of themselves as autonomous professionals. While the provision

of conditions whereby faculty can act as professionals (i.e., in

goal attainment and adaptation phases) may in fact be more

crucial in the long-run attainment of ego satisfaction of

faculty, there is some reason to believe that in a political

environment, faculty will be more attentive to "stroking" (parti-

cularly in phases of the organizational life cycle characterized

by decline). If this is true, faculty perceptions of the.dean's

effectiveness will be more determined by the dean's activities in

areas quite different from those norftlly associated with "ef-

fective" behavior. Decline, for example, as we have noted,

typically calls for orientations and modalities of meaning which

are not assuaging to faculty sensitivities.

In the long run, of course, we might consider whether organ-

izations Which are "political" in character, as defined in the

Pfeffer model, have the potential for being as effective .;its they

might. Much energy is expended in such organizations in conflict

adjudication. Though some theorists would assert that such con-

flict is functional for organizational adaptation. (Deutsch,

1973), others suggest that proper organizational design may miti-

gate non-f4lnctional dissipation of energy in politically con-
_

flicted rganizaltions. If organizationsimove toward the preo.

fessional modeOpte might expect that the dean's effectiveness

might more properly be associated with substantive organizational

5o
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and task design, instead of with affective concirns, since a

climate of trust would permit faculty to be more task oriented.

The activities of a dean in this kind of organization might

require yet a different personality disposition than one would

need in a political system.

To conclude, it appears that effective administration de-

pends importantly on the type of organization, its phases, kinds

of power used, and on the personalities of both administrator and

faculty. Understanding the appropriate "fit" among, these will

lead to more productive ltadership and to more favorable impres=

sions of that leadership. Reid (1972) suggests that evaluation

of administrators still lacks conceptual as well as empirical

clarity, despite .a recent increase in publications on the sub-

ject. The integration of the theories noted in this paper may

contribute to that clarity.
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Notes

1. These conditions are not necessarily perceived as adequate,
of course. See Cotton (1976).

2. The, use of the term "administrator" here is to suggest that ;

the analysis applies equally well to virtually any head of a
faculty unit. In the paper, we illustrate by substituting
the term "dean."

3; The choice of the "power" variable rather than the more
classical "leadership style" is a considered one. While

"consideration" and "initiating structure," for example,

might well influence perceptions of effectiveness, it is

felt that power as a concept is a more telling variable in

the loosely:coupled administrator-faculty relationships

which characterize collegiate institutions.

4. There is some considerable murkiness in the explications of
the dimensions of leadership and leadership effectiveness in
the literature. This has led us to turn instead to the

functionalist approach which, in fact, has many parallels to

the typical concepts proposed. '

5. As Kerr and Jermier (1978) note, "substitutes for leader-

ship" may replace direct leader responsibility for some

parts of these roles.

6. This approach, while useful in understanding decisionmaking,
does not lend itself to an understanding of faculty percep-

tions of administrator effectiveness in organizations with
variations in control strategies.

7. These types are "pure" abstractions. In reality, in all

orOanizations some mixture occurs (cf. Childers, 1981).

8. It is, of course, conceivable that gradual increments or

decrements in budgets will, over time, constitute real, if
inarticulated, changes in policy (Lindblom, 1958).

9. Both actual and perceived participation in each condition

affect subordinate evaluations of administrator effective-

ness (Calder, 1977).

10. We should note, by the way, that we refer here not to thb
concept of "satisfaction." Though a large volume of liter-

ature deals with the relationship between leader behavior

and subordinate satisfaction (particularly in the "job

facets" tradition), and though there isjdoubtless a strong
relationship between satisfaction and biases in the evaluar

tion of the superordinate by the subordinate, we are
attempting here to restrict the analysis to the "impression"
of administrator performance brfaculty. The faculty, in

other words, are considered here apart from their own satis,
factions with a variety of features in their work and organ-
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izational environments (cf. Neumann, 1978, Bess, 1973).

Effectiveness judgments of faculty as they are affected by

power used by administrators turn largely on the perceived

legitimacy. of the particular combination of power source,

type and base employed,in servfte of a functional prerequi-

.site in a distinctive kind of institution.

1 . As will be quite obvious, because of the absence of empiri-
cal data, hypotheses on the source, .Xype and base of power
used in this instance are speculative, o sky the least.

A
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